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Dear Delegates,

Welcome to the 2022 National Model United Nations New York Conference (NMUN•NY)! We are pleased to introduce you to our committee, the Security Council. This year’s staff are: Directors Nader Mehrdadi (Conference A) and Katie Conti (Conference B), and Assistant Directors Nour Abd Eldayem (Conference A) and Alisa Riechmann (Conference B). Nader studied Economics at Columbia University and has a background in financial services. He is passionate about the financial challenges and security implications surrounding sustainable development. Katie Conti is a public diplomacy practitioner with a passion for the arts, inclusive security, and youth empowerment. Originally from Erie, Pennsylvania, USA, Katie is currently living in London, UK, pursuing a double Masters of Science in Global Media and Communication at the London School of Economics and Political Science and the University of Cape Town.

The topics under discussion for the United Nations Security Council are:
1. Addressing Threats to International Peace and Security from Non-State Actors
2. The Situation in the Middle East, Including the Palestinian Question

The Security Council is the international community’s most powerful institution dedicated to maintaining peace and security. The Council may issue both binding and non-binding resolutions, release presidential statements, commission reports by the Secretary-General, and authorize peacekeeping or humanitarian missions, among other actions. The Council’s unique legal authority and broad reach makes it the leader of the international community’s efforts to maintain international peace and security.

This Background Guide serves as an introduction to the topics for this committee. However, it is not intended to replace individual research. We encourage you to explore your Member State’s policies in depth and use the Annotated Bibliography and Bibliography to further your knowledge on these topics. In preparation for the Conference, each delegation will submit a Position Paper by 11:59 p.m. (Eastern) on 1 March 2022 in accordance with the guidelines in the Position Paper Guide and the NMUN•NY Position Papers website.

Two resources, available to download from the NMUN website, serve as essential instruments in preparing for the Conference and as a reference during committee sessions:
1. NMUN Delegate Preparation Guide - explains each step in the delegate process, from pre-Conference research to the committee debate and resolution drafting processes. Please take note of the information on plagiarism, and the prohibition on pre-written working papers and resolutions. Delegates should not start discussion on the topics with other members of their committee until the first committee session.
2. NMUN Rules of Procedure - include the long and short form of the rules, as well as an explanatory narrative and example script of the flow of procedure.

In addition, please review the mandatory NMUN Conduct Expectations on the NMUN website. They include the Conference dress code and other expectations of all attendees. We want to emphasize that any instances of sexual harassment or discrimination based on race, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, religion, age, or disability will not be tolerated. If you have any questions concerning your preparation for the committee or the Conference itself, please contact the Under-Secretaries-General for the Peace & Security Department, Chase Mitchell (Conference A) and Collin King (Conference B), at usg.ps@nmun.org

We wish you all the best in your preparations and look forward to seeing you at the Conference!

Sincerely,

Conference A
Nader Merhdadi, Director

Conference B
Katie Conti, Director

NMUN is a Non-Governmental Organization associated with the United Nations Department of Global Communications and a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization of the United States.
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United Nations System at NMUN•NY

This diagram illustrates the UN system simulated at NMUN•NY and demonstrates the reportage and relationships between entities. Examine the diagram alongside the Committee Overview to gain a clear picture of the committee's position, purpose, and powers within the UN system.

**General Assembly**

- Subsidiary Bodies
  - GA First – Disarmament and International Security
  - GA Second – Economic and Financial
  - GA Third – Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural
  - HRC – Human Rights Council

**Security Council**

**Economic and Social Council**

- Funds and Programmes
  - UNDP – UN Development Programme
  - UNEA – UN Environment Assembly
  - UN-Habitat – UN Human Settlements Programme
  - UNICEF – The UN Children’s Fund

**Secretariat**

**International Court of Justice**

**Trusteeship Council**

- Functional Commissions
  - CND – UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs
  - CSocD – UN Commission for Social Development
  - CSW – UN Commission on the Status of Women

- Specialized Agencies
  - UNESCO – UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
  - FAO – Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

- Related Organizations
  - IAEA – International Atomic Energy Agency
  - IOM – International Organization for Migration

- Other Entities
  - UNRWA – The UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
  - UN Women – The UN Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women

- Regional Commissions
  - ECLAC – UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
Committee Overview

Introduction

After the devastating effects of the two World Wars, the international community established the United Nations (UN) as an intergovernmental organization with the primary responsibility of maintaining international peace and security, creating the conditions conducive to economic and social development, and advancing universal respect for human rights. The Security Council became one of the six principal organs of the UN and was given the primary responsibility of preserving international peace and security.

The Security Council held its first session on 17 January 1946 at Church House in London. After its first meeting, the Council relocated to its permanent residence at the UN Headquarters in New York City. At that time, five permanent members and six non-permanent members were part of the Council. In 1965, the number of non-permanent members increased to 10 and discussions regarding a change in configuration took place frequently. However, as the body’s structure has remained largely unchanged, debate have continued over the Security Council’s efficacy and authority as a mediator on issues of international security. Matters such as the Syrian Civil War, Russia’s annexation of Crimea, and The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s nuclear weapons program have posed particular challenges to the Security Council.

Traditionally, the Security Council discusses issues related to peacekeeping missions and political processes, as well as the protection of human rights, disarmament, and humanitarian crises. However, with the adoption of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development by the UN General Assembly in 2015, the Security Council has begun to increasingly focus on the intersection between sustainability, peace, and security. Some important crosscutting issues the Council is currently addressing include human rights and the protection of civilians for conflict prevention and sustainable development; the impacts of climate change on international security; the prevention of conflict and methods to sustain peace; and recently it held its first high-level debate on cybersecurity. With the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Council has also undertaken a strategic focus on the impact the global health crisis continues to have on international security.

Governance, Structure, and Membership

The Security Council is the only UN body that has the power to adopt legally binding resolutions, which place an obligation on Member States to accept and carry out the Council’s decisions under Article 25 of the Charter of the United Nations (1945). The Security Council also has a variety of other tools to address issues on its agenda. For example, the President of the Security Council may issue press

3 Ibid.
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10 UN General Assembly, Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (A/RES/70/1), 2015.
statements or presidential statements to communicate the Council’s position. Although these are not legally binding, such statements are used to bring attention to important issues and to recommend solutions to ongoing conflicts.

The five permanent members of the Security Council are China, France, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America, often colloquially referred to as the “P5.” Every year, the General Assembly elects five of the 10 non-permanent members for a two-year term. Non-permanent members are elected in June of each year, six months in advance of the January term start to allow Member States sufficient time to prepare for their new role. Elections for non-permanent seats on the Council can be competitive, with states expressing interest and campaigning years in advance. Member States elected to serve on the Security Council are expected to represent the interests of their region, and they usually have influence at the international level and demonstrate leadership in specific areas of interest to their foreign policy. The 10 non-permanent members represent countries from five groups: Africa, the Asia–Pacific Group, Latin America and the Caribbean, the Eastern European Group, and Western European and Other. Each member of the Security Council has the ability to be represented at all meetings. In the Provisional Rules of Procedure, Rule 13 allows for Members to be represented by an “accredited representative,” such as a Head of Government. The ten non-permanent members through 2022 currently include: Albania, Brazil, Gabon, Ghana, India, Ireland, Kenya, Mexico, Norway, and the United Arab Emirates.

Every Member State of the Security Council has one vote. Votes on all matters require a supermajority of nine Member States. However, if one of the five permanent members of the Security Council votes “no” on a matter of substance, such as a draft resolution, it does not pass. This is known as “veto power.” In the 1950s, Security Council Member States made frequent use of their veto power, but its usage declined in the 1960s, rising again in the 1970s and 1980s. In the last decades, the use of the veto power has been comparatively rare. In recent years, the Council has adopted many resolutions by consensus and has only been divided on a very limited number of issues.

---
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Since 1993, the General Assembly has discussed several models to reform the Security Council. The key challenges in the reform of the Security Council are its membership, transparency, and working methods, and the veto power of the permanent five Member States. Most recently, in a debate in November 2018, delegates of the UN General Assembly called for expanding the number of permanent members and abolishing the permanent member’s use of veto power.

Each member of the Security Council holds the presidency of the Council for one month, rotating according to alphabetical order. Security Council meetings can be held at any time when convened by the President and by the request of any Member State. Under Rule 3 of the Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council, the President shall call a meeting if a dispute or situation requires the Council’s attention. Due to this, the Security Council typically meets throughout the year in the UN Conference Building, but transitioned to meeting online through video conferences throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Any Member State may attend the Council’s sessions if the body decides to extend an invitation. Member States are often invited if the Security Council is discussing an issue that directly concerns the interests of the Member State. Invited Member States do not have the right to vote but are allowed to submit proposals and draft resolutions. Furthermore, invited Member States can inform the Council about a current crisis in their region. However, such proposals may only be put to a vote at the request of a member of the Council.

The Security Council oversees many subsidiary bodies established under Article 29 of the Charter, including: the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, sanctions committees, and ad hoc committees. The Security Council also works with the General Assembly to oversee the work of the Peacebuilding Commission (PBC). Additionally, Security Council Member States participate in various working groups, which consist of some or all of the Security Council Member States and focus on regional issues, as well as improving the working methods of the Council itself.

Cooperation between the Security Council and other entities, such as the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is significant. Partnerships with independent regional organizations, such as the European Union (EU) and the African Union (AU) are also of paramount importance for addressing a broad range of issues such as terrorism, disarmament, nuclear non-proliferation, and extreme violence from non-state actors.

---
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Mandate, Functions, and Powers

The mandate of the Security Council is to maintain international peace and security and to take action whenever peace and security are threatened. The Council’s authority is particularly relevant with respect to the UN’s four primary purposes, as specified in the Charter: maintaining international peace and security; developing friendly relations among nations; cooperating in solving international problems; and promoting respect for human rights. The capabilities of the Security Council are highlighted in Chapters V–VIII. Chapter V establishes the structure, membership, functions, and powers of the Security Council. Chapters VI and VII of the Charter specifically concern the Security Council and the range of actions that can be taken when settling disputes. Chapter VI of the Charter by itself aims to settle disputes through peaceful means, such as negotiation and judicial settlement. Chapter VII explores further actions that can be taken in regard to threats to peace, breaches of peace, and acts of aggression. This chapter also authorizes the Security Council to implement provisional measures aimed to de-escalate conflict situations. Chapter VIII of the Charter allows the Security Council to call upon other regional agencies or arrangements to enforce appropriate operations and intervene if necessary.

Under Article 41 in the Charter, the Council may: call on members to apply economic sanctions and measures not involving use of force; call for arms embargos, enforce disarmament, call upon international criminal mechanisms to become active; use diplomatic tools to investigate situations that might lead to aggression (between states, non-state groups, and within state territories); and take military action against states or entities threatening international peace and security. The Council may also decide upon the deployment of new UN peacekeeping operations to be led by the Department of Peace Operations (DPO). The Security Council creates a peacekeeping operation by adopting a resolution that outlines the mandate and size of a particular mission, and UN peacekeepers are assigned to appropriate regions to address conflicts. The Council also cooperates with a number of international and regional organizations as well as non-governmental organizations to implement its decisions. The Security Council often provides readouts to the Secretary-General and General Assembly, and has the powers to "recommend to the General Assembly the appointment of the Secretary-General and, together with the Assembly, to elect the Judges of the International Court of Justice."

Recent Sessions and Current Priorities

Despite facing unprecedented challenges in 2020 and 2021, the Security Council has continued its attempts to help alleviate damage caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and promote peace and security throughout complex emergencies and compound crises. As of September 2021, the Security Council has covered a wide range of topics so far this year, issued 16 presidential statements, and adopted more than 20 resolutions. In general, the Security Council focuses efforts to consider country and region-specific situations in its agenda, as well as cross-cutting and thematic issues, such as threats to
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international peace and security by non-state actors, financing of terrorism, and climate change, peace, and security. In 2021, amongst others, the Council has drafted resolutions to address complex situations in Afghanistan, the Middle East, and Africa, UN Peacekeeping Operations, and administrative matters of recommending the appointment of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and elections for International Court of Justice vacancies.

In 2019, the Security Council adopted resolution 2482 (2019) on “Threats to international peace and security” focusing on international terrorism and organized crime, and resolution 2462 (2019) also on “Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts,” which outlined measures to suppress the financing of terrorism. Resolution 2482 urges Member States to investigate and dismantle organized crime networks involved in trafficking, and to review and implement legislation on issues such as sexual and gender-based violence in armed conflict by ensuring that domestic laws and regulations are in line with Member States’ obligations under international law. Resolution 2462 calls for the UN Office of Counter-Terrorism (UNOCT) to play a leading role in identifying ways to suppress terrorist financing through expanding its focus and working closely with the Financial Action Task Force, an intergovernmental body that sets standards for combating money laundering and terrorist financing.

The Security Council holds a quarterly open debate on the Situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian Question. The ongoing conflict in Syria has led to over 5.6 million refugees and 6.1 internally displaced people. Security Council resolution 2504 (2020) and Security Council resolution 2533 (2020), both on “The situation in the Middle East,” further call upon all parties to improve the humanitarian situation in Syria by adhering to international law and by assuring safe access for humanitarian convoys to the regions defined in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Security Council resolution 2165 (2014) on “The situation in the Middle East.” Security Council resolution 2585, adopted 9 July 2021, also on “The situation in the Middle East” demands implementation of all preceding resolutions relating to Syria and brings attention to urgent impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on Syria that exacerbate ongoing humanitarian needs.

Regarding peace and security in Africa, the Council has reacted to situations in the Central African Republic, Sudan, South Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the situation in Mali. Mali, specifically, has been struggling with issues of safety of its citizens, ineffective governance, and economic and political instability, which has been exacerbated by nepotism and corruption in government. In 2021, the Security Council adopted resolution 2584 on “The situation in Mali,” which renews the mandate of the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) until 30 June 2022. The new mandate of MINUSMA updated the mission’s primary goal to focus on capacity building of civilian leadership and political transition support on the heels of several coup d’états in August 2020 and May 2021, and ongoing terrorist attacks in Northern and Central Mali.

---
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In response to the recent events in Afghanistan, the Security Council adopted resolution 2593 in August 2021 on “The situation in Afghanistan,” which called upon all parties to maintain respect for humanitarian relief activities, reaffirmed demands for all actors to not aid, abet, train or finance terrorism following the Taliban’s seizure of power. Subsequently, the Security Council adopted resolution 2596 in September 2021 on “The situation in Afghanistan,” which extended the mandate of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) through 17 March 2022 and requested a report from the Secretary-General on strategic and operational recommendations for the future of the UNAMA and the international community’s response to continued humanitarian and counter-terrorism concerns.

Thematically, the Council has been increasing the number of briefings on climate change and how it impacts international security. Usually, the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) lead climate mitigation and adaptation measures, and contributions to such measures are outlined in the Paris Agreement. However, discussions continue to unfold to determine the potential role of the Security Council and its existing tools such as the Informal Expert Group of Members of the Security Council on Climate and Security in future climate security matters, considering the Council’s UN Charter-given mandate to uphold international peace and security. In September 2021, the Security Council convened a high-level debate on Climate Change and Security, where Ireland’s Taoiseach (Prime Minister) and Council President for September called for a “concerted multilateral response to climate change” and announced plans to convene discussions about a draft Security Council resolution on climate and security, noting the upcoming landmark UN Conference on Climate Change (COP26) to be held in Glasgow from October-November 2021. While the Council has yet to adopt a thematic resolution dedicated directly to the impact of climate change on peace and security, in 2017, it did discuss the adverse regional security effects of ecological factors in the Lake Chad Basin in Security Council resolution 2349 on “Peace and security in Africa.”

Additionally, the Security Council continues to work on Youth, Peace and Security and preventing the involvement of children in armed conflict. The June 2021 annual open debate on Children in Armed Conflict brought forth calls to re-focus on protecting children’s rights to education, due in part to both the COVID-19 pandemic and in many areas, protracted periods of conflict and insecurity.

**Conclusion**

The Security Council is one of the main bodies of the UN that ensures international peace and security, overseeing the admission of new members to the UN General Assembly, and changes to the UN Charter. As the Council is the only UN body that has the ability to create legally binding decisions, it has a unique and impactful mandate to set norms and govern state actions, as all Member States are required to comply under Chapter VII of the Charter. The adoption of the 2030 Agenda signaled the increasing need for the Security Council to also discuss the linkages between peace and security, and issues of human security and development. The Council is beginning to look at the intersection between the SDGs and international peace and security, namely through discussion and debates on climate

---
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change. The Security Council will continue to address regional and country issues, as well as complex thematic issues, such as new forms of terrorism, cyber threats, and gender-related concerns.

Annotated Bibliography


The Charter of the United Nations provides a thorough explanation on the powers, and functions authorized to the Security Council. For instance, the Charter outlines where the use of force is acceptable and how the council is structured to combat threats to international peace and security. As the fundamental principles of the Security Council are written down in the Charter, this document should be the first resource for delegates to consider. Articles 27-32 of the Charter outlines the voting procedures of the committee and structure of how the committee conducts its business. Article 23, which sets the membership structure, and Articles 23–26, which discuss its basic functions and powers, are important for understanding both the structure and function of the Security Council. In addition, Articles 27–32 explain the Council’s voting procedure and its overall structure. The Charter can also be particularly helpful for delegates in understanding the powers and limitations of the body. Delegates will find Chapters VI and VII particularly helpful when researching the mandate of the Security Council and proposing actions and solutions.


Each month, Security Council Report publishes a monthly forecast detailing the objectives of the Council’s presidency and key issues at hand for the Council in the next month. For example, August 2021 is linked here for reference. In addition to timely background analysis and quick links to the most recently adopted resolutions, delegates will find the Status Update section particularly useful as it provides after-action reports for all debates and context about the adoption and negotiations of all resolutions, Presidential Statements, Press Statements, and actions taken by the Council in the preceding month. Reading this source over time will keep delegates well-informed of the dynamic decision-making trends and crisis response capacities of the Security Council.


Published by the UN Department of Political Affairs, this document provides information on the work and decisions of the Security Council, including resolutions and presidential statements. The document primarily consists of tables on items that have been discussed by the Security Council, various requests by the Security Council, and mandates of different entities and operations that report to the Council. This report will help delegates by providing succinct and clear information on the recent actions taken by the Security Council on its various thematic issues. Additionally, delegates may find the tables providing the actual clauses of different Security Council resolutions particularly helpful to their research.
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Each year, the Security Council compiles a report to the UN General Assembly that assesses ongoing threats and the progress made on the global and regional issues at hand. It summarizes debate, resolutions, and all actions taken by the Council throughout the preceding year. Delegates will find this report a useful one-stop-shop to review the most recent actions of the Security Council. They will also find a concise overview of matters brought to the attention of the Security Council but not discussed at meetings, which could shed light upon ongoing matters that the Council might soon address.


This article reviews the activities and resolutions adopted by the Security Council during the last year. This is a useful recap of all the issues that the Security Council has addressed or currently still needs to resolve. The Security Council highlights for the previous years are also available. For a more detailed report, the Security Council also reports monthly updates. There are useful charts and graphics depicting the activity of the Council within 2019, detailing number of meetings, regional focuses, and decisions by geographical regions.


This resource provides delegates with a comprehensive overview of the mandate and functions of the Security Council. Created by the Security Council itself, it provides official guidance on the powers of the Security Council and actions that can be taken through resolutions and statements. Delegates will find this resource useful when determining options available to respond to international issues or crises at hand.

Bibliography


1. Addressing Threats to International Peace and Security from Non-State Actors

Introduction

Past Security Council resolutions have described non-state actors (NSA) as individuals or groups that are not affiliated with any particular government and do not act lawfully under the authority of one Member State. The International Network for Economic, Social & Cultural Rights uses a broader definition, also including non-governmental organizations (NGOs), civil society entities, private organizations, businesses, and armed militant & paramilitary groups under the definition of non-state actors, even when they are engaged in humanitarian activities. When the Security Council discusses NSAs, it typically focuses on terrorist organizations and militant groups that pose threats to national and international security. The United Nations (UN) has also noted with particular concern that some NSAs are actively seeking to acquire weapons of mass destruction (WMD), first defined by the now dissolved Commission on Conventional Disarmaments and defined as lethal explosive material, radioactive, chemical, and biological weaponry, and other weapons deemed to be as destructive as an atomic bomb.

The Security Council has adopted several resolutions encouraging Member States to implement measures to secure WMD from NSAs and report on their progress. While the Security Council intends to deter the threat to international peace and security that NSAs pose, their success relies upon successful implementation of resolutions by Member States. Aside from the acquisition of WMD, NSAs also pose a significant challenge in terms of international response. They often engage in activities that do not fall within definitions of conventional armed conflict, engage in violent or illicit activity within a single Member State’s borders, and frequently attempt to establish forms of governance within areas they control. Additionally, NSAs, such as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and the Taliban in Afghanistan do not answer to a particular government, making it challenging for a Member State or the International Criminal Court to hold them accountable for illicit activity and acts of violence. Other NSA operational actions, such as cybercrime, human rights violations, and transnational organized crime are additional threats to international peace and security posed by NSAs, and are seen as an area of future priority for the Security Council. Vast technological growth throughout the world has led to new potential threats to peace and security by NSAs, with critical infrastructure, such as healthcare systems, energy grids, and financial institutions, now being primary targets.

International and Regional Framework

There are several entities addressing terrorist acquisition of WMD with only limited formal frameworks directly addressing other threats to international peace and security posed by NSAs. The International
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Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (2005) is an effort by the international community to address the potential for nuclear terrorism. The landmark Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) (1968) outlines nuclear non-proliferation and stockpiling measures of nuclear material, and is used as a framework document by international entities such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). To address threats posed by acts of terrorism, the international community has adopted several treaties and conventions, including the International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings (1997) and the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (1999). Each of these conventions addresses terrorist acts, suggests Member States establish measures to punish those who carry out acts of terrorism or actively engage in the funding of terrorist activities, and adopt legislation to ensure terrorist acts and financing are thoroughly investigated and suppressed. Nevertheless, both conventions also indicate that Member States are not able to take legal action against NSAs if they are found within the Member State where they carried out the act. The most recent review in 2016 indicated that there was an increase in the number of legally-binding measures adopted
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by Member States to counteract threats posed by NSAs, but that there is significant need to assist Member States and build their capacity to implement such measures. The 2016 comprehensive review also highlighted the continued need to address the threat posed by NSAs to advancing science and technology.

**Role of the International System**

The General Assembly First Committee regularly addresses the threat of WMD acquisition by terrorist groups, most recently in its resolution 74/43 on "Measures to prevent terrorists from acquiring weapons of mass destruction" (2019). The resolution highlighted that international cooperation, adoption of non-proliferation measures, and strengthening of national and regional efforts are needed to prevent WMD acquisition by terrorist organizations. While the General Assembly First Committee regularly discusses matters relating to international peace and security, they cannot consider topics upon which the Security Council is actively seized, topics which are currently on the agenda of the Security Council. The UN has cited a growing concern with the illicit use of information and communications technologies (ICTs) by NSAs, particularly for financing of terrorist activities, recruitment, and cyberattacks. In 2017, the UN General Assembly adopted resolution 73/27 on "Developments in the field of information and telecommunications in the context of international security," welcoming the incorporation of international norms and behaviors of states when it comes to ICTs and recommendations to ensure their territories are not used by NSA to carry out illicit activities using ICTs. Additionally, the Security Council has called for increased cooperation and partnerships between the public and private sector to establish polices and initiatives to combat rising threats to cybersecurity posed by terrorists.

The UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA) assists Member States with substantive and organizational tools in international peace and security, but does not directly engage in action addressing the threats posed by NSAs. However, UNODA supports efforts and activities of the 1540 committee through the facilitation of national and regional implementation activities, collaboration between organizations at the international and regional levels, and partnerships with civil society and the private sector. The IAEA conducts inspections and carries out measures outlined in the NPT by providing instruments to Member States to prevent nuclear material from falling into the hands of unpermitted parties, such as NSAs. While the IAEA strives for non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, it does not work directly against threats to international peace and security, such as NSAs acquisition of WMD and other nuclear material. Instead, the IAEA relies on cooperation from the States parties to the NPT and adherence to nuclear safeguards.

The Security Council remains active in addressing threats posed by NSAs with several resolutions in the past few years relating to acts of terrorism and financing of terrorist activity.
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2178 on “Threats to international peace and security cause by terrorist acts” from 2014 acknowledges the role violent extremism plays in terrorism and calls upon Member States to take on initiatives to counter violent extremism. The resolution was the first from the Security Council to address violent extremism. The Security Council also adopted resolution 2593 on “The Situation in Afghanistan” in August 2021, officially condemning the attacks in Afghanistan by the Taliban. Through the resolution, the Security Council emphasized a need for continued humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan and called for the Taliban to allow for unrestricted travel to and from Afghanistan. Travel remains restrictive despite action of the Security Council, with many native Afghans finding themselves unable to flee the control of Taliban, which are recognized by the UN as an NSA. The Security Council continued discussion on the threat posed by the NSA takeover of Afghanistan, adopting resolution 2596 in 2021 on “The situation in Afghanistan,” extending the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, a special political mission to Afghanistan established in 2002, to March of 2022 and emphasizing the need to ensure peace and stability in the Member State.

In addition to UN efforts, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has committed resources to prevent WMD from falling into the hands of NSAs. NATO’s Joint Combined Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defence Task Force, which primarily responds to armed conflict, was developed with the intent to respond to crisis situations including matters involving potential threats posed by NSAs. Additionally, NATO recognizes NSAs as a hybrid threat, capable of using a combination of militarized and non-military actions to destabilize Member States, including cyberattacks, disinformation, and irregular warfare. NATO has established a strategy to combat NSAs and hybrid threats through preparedness and deterrence mechanisms and encourages its allies to incorporate its measures.

**Preventing Acquisition and Use of WMD by Non-State Actors**

Resolution 1540 remains the most significant framework for the prevention of the acquisition of WMD by NSAs. While the resolution is legally binding, it can only be effective if Member States who possess nuclear, biological, and chemical material choose to enact polices and measures to manage their stockpiles and prevent them from falling into the wrong hands. In 2019, H.E. Dian Triansyah Djani from Indonesia, then Chairperson of the 1540 committee, pointed to a need to implement national action plans with designated personnel to be used as points of contact to Member States in the successful incorporation of resolution 1540. These personnel would assist with coordination, peer review, and legislative action when it comes to efforts relating to resolution 1540. The 1540 Committee’s Group of Experts (GoE), which monitors implementation and provides assistance to the UN and its Member States,
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is funded primarily through voluntary contributions from participating Member States, which has been an ongoing concern hindering the GoE’s ability to fulfil its mandate.\textsuperscript{144}

In an effort to address terrorist acquisition of WMD, the General Assembly adopted resolution 74/43 (2019) on “Measures to prevent terrorist from acquiring weapons of mass destruction.”\textsuperscript{145} The resolution refers to a report of the same name from the Secretary-General (74/140), and reiterates the substantial need to develop national measures to address terrorist activity.\textsuperscript{146} The report of the Secretary-General emphasizes the importance of Member States ratifying and following legislative policies outlined in the \textit{International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism} (2005) as they attempt to criminalize acts of nuclear terrorism.\textsuperscript{147} The report of the Secretary-General also provides responses from intergovernmental organizations, such as the Collective Security Treaty Organization, with particular emphasis on the continued sharing of best practices between Member States when it comes to WMD and terrorist organizations.\textsuperscript{148} In addition, NATO has encouraged its Member States to adhere to resolution 1540, including increased safeguards to limit potential access to dangerous material by NSAs.\textsuperscript{149} The treaty organization, as of 2019, has enacted a series of non-binding guidelines for increased cooperation in WMD safeguard measures between Member States and civil society.\textsuperscript{150} The guidelines, as indicated by NATO, foster cooperation and confidence building in efforts to combat WMD terrorism.\textsuperscript{151} NATO has cited past attacks and use of chemical weapons in Syria, the United Kingdom, Malaysia, and Iraq as reasons for increased safeguarding of material that could be used to develop WMD.\textsuperscript{152}

The Center for the Study of Weapons of Mass Destruction, also referred to as the WMD Center, is a research organization that studies the impact of WMD.\textsuperscript{153} The WMD Center has pointed to technological advances as a barrier to terrorist acquisition of existing WMD and the material needed to develop them.\textsuperscript{154} However, the WMD Center has indicated that by 2030 NSAs will have a better chance of developing their own WMD rather than acquiring them through illicit means, particularly biological and chemical weapons.\textsuperscript{155} While private companies and non-governmental organizations may use chemical and biological material for peaceful means, the WMD center indicates NSAs with malicious intent could also acquire such material.\textsuperscript{156} Additionally, the WMD Center has pointed to cyberspace as an area susceptible to terrorism.\textsuperscript{157} Given the importance of cyberspace and the critical infrastructure needed to run certain programs and entities, a NSA’s ability to launch an attack over cyberspace could redefine WMD, as these cyberattacks can cause massive destruction and disrupt the lives of many.\textsuperscript{158} A recent example of this is the 2021 ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline in the United States of America.\textsuperscript{159} The attack halted transfer of gasoline to much of the South-Eastern portion of the U.S, spurring fears of fuel shortages and
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attacks elsewhere. The program used to carry out the attack is one of several malware programs used by NSAs to hack into computer systems.

Malware programs used by NSAs allow those carrying out the attack to bypass security systems, seize control of large amounts of data, and encrypt them with a unique password. In some attacks, NSAs will not return control of the system or files until a ransom is paid; in many cases, successful cyberattacks by NSAs are becoming more frequent, with Member States, NGOs, and their critical infrastructure falling victim to such malicious activity. UN entities has also fallen victim to such illicit activity, as the propriety project management software, Umoja, was breached by an unknown group in April of 2021. The hackers remained inside the UN project managing system for several months, compromising UN employee accounts and their data. To address developments and potential use of malware programs, the WMD Center suggests remaining vigilant with all non-proliferation measures, anticipating potential threats posed by chemical and biological weapons, developing action plans to address the potential mishandling of such material, and bolstering the capacity of critical infrastructure to handle potential threats from cyberattacks and ransomware.

**Case Study: Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)**

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) were formed in 1964 by members of the Colombian Communist Party (PCC) as a way to combat the Colombian government in their attempt to acquire territory populated by the PCC. FARC are considered to be a paramilitary organization by the international community and actively engage in tactics that transcend typical warfare, including kidnapping and terrorist activity. FARC, like modern NSAs such as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant in Libya (ISIL), are funded through several means, such as illicit drug and weapons trade, taxation, and extortion.

FARC, like the Taliban in Afghanistan, do not stop at paramilitary activity. FARC established itself as an organization with hierarchical properties and territorial control. In addition to its military-like structure, FARC established a secretariat in its territorial control responsible for executive duties, paramilitary plans, regional control & communications, and maintenance of infrastructure under FARC control. FARC were able to maintain territorial grasp of much of Southern Colombia as their ability to provide resources to lower income communities allowed for their message to resonate with local populations. Despite this, FARC’s grasp on the region was reduced by the end of 2010 as the Colombian government’s military response drastically reduced FARC’s paramilitary presence from an estimated 21,000 to roughly 7,000. Many in the regions once highly inhabited by FARC paramilitary personnel still show support for FARC.
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The international community recognizes FARC as an NSA capable of violence, with several Member States and the European Union (EU) going as far as to designate them as a terrorist organization. The terrorist designations stem from FARC involvement in the recruitment of youth for paramilitary activity, extrajudicial execution of civilians, use of landmines and chemical weapons, all of which are human rights violations. Despite the violent nature and illicit activity, the EU ceased to consider FARC a terrorist organization in 2016 to support a potential peace deal between FARC and the Colombian Government.

The Colombian government and FARC entered into peace negotiations and reached an agreement in November of 2016, with FARC ceasing violent activity and beginning to adhere to disarmament requirements in early 2017. Before the end of 2017, FARC turned over more than 7,000 armaments to the UN and completely halted paramilitary action in Colombia. In 2019, former members of FARC were able to acquire ten seats in the Colombian Congress, furthering initiatives to continue peace efforts between the former paramilitary NSA and government of Colombia. Later that year, a former high ranking official to FARC and several loyalists announced a return to military operation with a drastically reduced following. According to Ivan Marquez, a former leader of FARC, the announcement and revitalization of military activity was taking place due to the Colombian government failing to follow through with peace agreements. Colombia, in response to the announcement and threats of violence within its borders, launched offensive security initiatives against the FARC loyalists, reducing their following significantly. Despite this action, FARC is still estimated to have well over 2,000 members as of 2021 and remains a threat to the security of Colombia.

Conclusion

NSAs pose a unique threat to international peace and security. The Security Council is tasked with addressing such threats and has attempted to mitigate their impact on the international community through frameworks such as resolution 1540 (2004). The threat posed by NSAs has consistently been highlighted by the Security Council as cause for concern, and the Council agreed to extend the mandate of the 1540 Committee through 2022 in an effort to help prevent NSAs from acquiring WMD. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, comprehensive evaluation of resolution 1540, its progress and implementation
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measures to deter NSA from acquiring WMD remains to be seen.\textsuperscript{189} NSAs continue to threaten the stability of Member States.\textsuperscript{190} Aside from acquisition of WMD, NSAs pose a significant threat to national security, state sovereignty, human rights, NGOs, the private sector, cybersecurity and critical infrastructure.\textsuperscript{191} The continued growth of science and technology has led to more frequent malicious attacks by NSAs over cyberspace.\textsuperscript{192} The Security Council must consider potential for conflict, especially when it comes to the role of technologies, cyberspace, WMD, and disputes between governments and NSAs.\textsuperscript{193}

**Further Research**

Delegates will need to consider the following questions when conducting their research: What role does the Security Council play in addressing threats posed to international peace and security by NSAs? What can the International Community do when addressing threats to security by NSAs within the borders of one Member State? What measures can the Security Council take to address the acquisition of WMD by NSAs? What new and emerging threats to peace and security are posed by NSAs? Has the action taken in the past by the Security Council and other bodies proven to be effective? Are there existing frameworks that the international community can use to address threats posed by NSAs other than the acquisition of WMD? What role does science, technology, and cyberspace play when discussing maintenance of peace and security? How do NSAs like FARC and the Taliban affect the international community and can the areas they control ever truly be considered legitimate states? How can the Security Council address threats to international peace and security with respect to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development?
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*The FARC are seen as a non-state actor engaging in paramilitary activity in the Latin America region. Much like the Taliban, FARC are an example of an NSA acting under political beliefs and engaging in activity that threatens international peace and security. The source provides a brief history of FARC and action taken to combat the NSA group in Latin America. Delegates will find the source useful as it provides several areas of research relating to FARC and serves as a starting point when discussing threats posed by NSA that may not immediately relate to WMD.*


*The 1540 committee serves as a subsidiary body of the Security Council, aiming to assist Member States with the implementation of resolution 1540 through monitoring, assistance, national implementation, cooperation with international organizations, and transparency. The committee consists of the 15 members of the Security Council and is assisted by a Group of Experts who are appointed by the Secretary-General and assist*
the committee with its work. Delegates will find this source useful as it provides a look into the mandate of the 1540 Committee, its meeting notes, and its role in preventing non-state actors from acquiring weapons of mass destruction.


The UNAMA is a special political mission of the UN in Afghanistan, providing assistance to the Member State and its people. UNAMA works with over 20 different UN agencies in an effort to maintain peace and stability and spur sustainable development within the Member States' borders. The political mission was renewed in September 2021 by the Security Council in an effort to address the humanitarian crisis as a result of Taliban takeover. Delegates will see use in the source as it provides an example of UN and Security Council action to address threats posed by NSA and efforts to maintain peace and security.


The UN Office of Counter-Terrorism serves as a leader to the General Assembly when it comes to implementation and mandates for counter-terrorism initiatives and serves to strengthen counter-terrorism measures for Member States. The source discusses the misuse of ICT, threats to cybersecurity posed by NSA, and some measures taken to address terrorist threats to cybersecurity. Delegates will find the source provides documents, sources, and press releases with relation to cybersecurity threats and resolutions adopted in an effort to address terrorist activity over cyberspace.


Resolution 1540 addresses threats to international peace and security by terrorist groups and non-state actors. The resolution established the 1540 committee, the entity comprising on Member States and experts to address the threats made by the acquisition of WMD by terrorist groups and other non-state actors. The Security Council also reviews implementation of resolution 1540 but has not done so since the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. Delegates will find this source useful, as it serves as a landmark document for the Security Council when it comes to combatting threats to international peace and security.
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2. The Situation in the Middle East, Including the Palestinian Question

Introduction

Across the Middle East, there are 55.7 million people that are in need of humanitarian assistance, 26 million of which were forcibly displaced. Of those, nearly 6 million are Palestinian refugees, defined by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine (UNRWA) as “persons whose normal place of residence was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948, and who lost both home and means of livelihood as a result of the 1948 conflict.” In addition to those included in that definition, UNRWA considers those descending from Palestinian refugees who fit certain criteria as being eligible to register for Palestinian refugee status today.

While the region has a long and complicated history, the current situation in the Middle East for Palestinian refugees and the occupied Palestinian territory (OPT) largely began in 1947. That year, the General Assembly adopted resolution 181 on the “Future government of Palestine,” which included the Plan of Partition with Economic Union. In this resolution, the General Assembly called for the creation of an Arab and Jewish state from the British-controlled OPT, seeking to establish Jerusalem as “corpus separatum under a special international regime.” In 1948, one of the two proposed States, which would become Israel, proclaimed its independence, and a war broke out involving neighboring Arab States, resulting in Israel “expanding to include 77 percent of the territory mandated as Palestine by the plan, including the larger part of Jerusalem.” A 1951 report by the General Assembly “indicated that the refugees from Israel-controlled territory amount to approximately 711,000.” This conflict has become known as the 1948 Arab-Israeli war.

Regional tensions remained high until, eight years later, the second Arab-Israeli War began with Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser’s nationalization of the Suez Canal, a joint-venture operation ran between the British and French, which oversaw the Canal’s operation since its creation. Israel, the United Kingdom, and France determined President Nasser a security threat, and launched operations beginning on October 29th, 1956 in response to the takeover of the canal. Following vetoes to intervene by the United Kingdom and France in the Security Council, the General Assembly took action under the precedent established by General Assembly resolution 377 (1950), “Uniting for Peace.” The General Assembly then adopted resolution 998 (ES-1) (1956), establishing the UN Emergency Force (UNEF), the first United Nations (UN) peacekeeping mission.

The Third Arab-Israeli war, also known as the Six-Day War, took place in 1967 and saw the defeat of the joint military efforts of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan, leading to Israel’s capture of the West Bank, East Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip, the Golan Heights, and the Sinai Peninsula. The Security Council...
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responded by the adoption of resolution 242 (1967), calling for the “termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgment of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force.” The interpretation of the language of the resolution has been a source of dispute, as its official translation and publication in different languages by the UN vary in whether a definite article’s presence and absence between versions implies two different meanings. This has since led to questioning of the resolution’s call for Israel’s withdrawal from the then-newly occupied territories as either being from all or from some of the territories in question.

In October 1973, the Fourth Arab-Israeli conflict, also known as the Yom Kippur War, occurred as a surprise attack on Israel led by Egypt, Jordan and Syria. Israel’s military response was successful, leading to Israel more than tripling its territory from its neighbors as it pushed back on advancements by opposition forces. The Security Council successfully brokered the end of the war by adopting resolution 340, after two previous resolutions failed to bring peace. In 1978, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) launched an attack on Israel from Lebanon, leading to Israel’s invasion of the state. During the 1974 Arab Summit, the PLO was recognized as the representative body of the Palestinian people, and it continues to be recognized as such in international forums today. Eight days later, the Security Council adopted resolutions 425 and 426 (1978) calling for an end to the conflict. The Security Council also established the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to aid in peacekeeping and oversee withdrawal operations. UNIFIL still operates today following delayed withdrawals, two intifadas (uprisings) spanning several years each, a 34 day war between Hizballah and Israel in 2006, and continuing uncertainty in the region. In 1993, the Oslo Accords were ratified by Israel and the PLO, which called for the establishment of a Palestinian Interim Self-Government Authority and a path towards a permanent Palestinian settlement that would lead to the implementations called for in Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Since then, territorial conflicts have been ongoing in the OPT, leading the Security Council to adopt resolution 2334 (2016), which deemed Israeli settlements in the OPT since 1967 as having “no legal validity.”

**International and Regional Framework**

The 1948 *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* (UDHR) is a landmark global framework forming the basis of over 70 human rights treaties since its drafting. Articles 3, 13, and 26 of the UDHR establish that everyone has the right to security of person, the right to return to their country, and the promotion of understanding, tolerance, and friendship amongst all peoples. It strongly influenced the development of the 1993 *Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action*, which states that “human rights and fundamental freedoms are the birthright of all human beings; their protection and promotion is the first responsibility of
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Governments.”

The UDHR’s foundation was also used as a basis for several UN responses on the situation in the Middle East, including General Assembly resolution 302 (IV) (1949), which was adopted following the first Arab-Israeli conflict. This resolution is responsible for the establishment of UNRWA, which provides a wide variety of social and economic development assistance, and armed conflict recovery support. UNRWA has been continuously providing emergency assistance to those affected by conflict since the second intifada in 2000. Part of UNRWA’s efforts in supporting the Security Council’s goals for fostering peace and development in the OPT includes the promotion of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (2015) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In 1951, the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee Convention) was adopted by the UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons, which convened under General Assembly resolution 429 (1950). The Refugee Convention established guidelines for assisting refugees, and the administrative and judicial processes meant to ensure refugees’ self-determination. The 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees went further by including dispute settlement between States Parties via referral to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) “at the request of any one of the parties to the dispute.” OHCHR directly cites these two aforementioned documents as the key legal documents forming the basis of its work, noting that according to this legislation, the involved States are required to cooperate with the OHCHR to ensure that refugee rights are protected and respected.

The principal document establishing the rights of children is the 1989 Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC), which is also the most widely ratified document on international human rights, with 196 parties. Article 39 of the CRC outlines that, “States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration of a child victim of: any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any other form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; or armed conflicts.” This recovery and reintegration is also required to take place in an environment which fosters the health, self-respect and dignity of the child. The UN Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) has observed that children are particularly affected by the situation in the Middle East, with 1.2 million children in need in Gaza and the West Bank, approximately half of which required humanitarian assistance as a direct result of conflict since May 2021.

**Role of the International System**

One of the first examples of the Security Council exercising its binding authority was in 1948, when it created the first UN peacekeeping mission, the UN Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) “to monitor the Armistice Agreement between Israel and its Arab neighbors” under Security Council resolution 50 (1948). The resolution’s desire “to bring about a cessation of hostilities in the OPT without prejudice to
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the rights, claims and position of either Arabs or Jews” called for the UN Mediator in Palestine, and the Truce Commission, to “be provided with a sufficient number of military observers” necessary in order to put into effect Security Council Resolution 49’s call for a cease-fire in the region.237 UNTSO still operates today and is the longest standing peacekeeping mission.238 It was following the Vienna Declaration that the General Assembly adopted resolution 48 (1993), establishing the OHCHR to further strengthen accountability regarding human rights violations.239 Since 1996, the OHCHR has operated in the OPT out of Ramallah and Gaza, monitoring and reporting on the on-ground developments.240

The Security Council’s efforts in sustaining peace are complemented by the UN Department of Political and Peacebuilding Affairs (DPPA), which serves as the principle support structure for its work in providing conflict analysis, planning and support to the work of peace envoys.241 The DPPA also oversees the UN Standby Team of Mediation Experts, the rapid-response group utilized during time sensitive scenarios needing negotiations in order to mitigate conflict escalations.242 On the OPT, the DPPA provided assistance to the General Assembly’s Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People (CEIRPP).243 CEIRPP is responsible for developing and maintaining the UN Information System on the Question of Palestine and aiding the General Assembly with its annual report.244

On March 16, 2020, the ICJ submitted to the International Criminal Court (ICC) a motion arguing that the ICC had the authority to rule on certain issues regarding the OPT, stating: “The Palestinian Territory over which the Court should exercise jurisdiction comprises the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza. This position is supported by the jurisprudence and pronouncements of the International Court of Justice, the UN General Assembly, the Security Council, the Human Rights Council and of human rights treaty bodies.”245 Article 13(b) of the Rome Statute, the founding document of the ICC, grants that the Security Council may refer to the ICC situations in which crimes have taken place and which fall under the jurisdiction of the ICC.246 Article 16 of the statute also allows the Council to defer an investigation or prosecution for one year through a Chapter VII resolution for reasons relating to the maintenance of international peace and security.247

On February 5, 2021, the ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber I (The Chamber) ruled that the Court may exercise its criminal jurisdiction on the Situation in Palestine, including Gaza, the West Bank, and East Jerusalem.248 In its deliberations, The Chamber clarified that it was not determining whether Palestine fulfilled the requirements of statehood under public international law or making determinations on future borders; it was solely determining the scope of the Court's territorial jurisdiction for the purposes of the Rome Statute.249 OHCHR’s Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in OPT remarked on the ICC’s final determination as an opportunity to that “can only bring us closer to peace in the Middle East.”250
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The Al-Aqsa Mosque and Sheikh-Jarrah Conflict

The 2021 Israeli-Palestinian crisis began in April 2021, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.251 That month, the OHCHR warned of possible imminent violence as a result of evictions of Palestinians in the OPT that were to occur on 2 May 2021 in the Karm Al-Ja'buni area of Sheikh Jarrah in East Jerusalem.252 On 7 May 2021 clashes between Palestinians and Israeli police forces erupted around and inside Al-Aqsa, sparking the crisis.253 As the situation was still unfolding, Secretary-General Antonio Guterres described the hostilities at an emergency meeting of the Security Council on 16 May 2021 as, “utterly appalling” for its toll on civilians already facing resource constraints in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic.254 The Secretary-General concluded his remarks by calling for a sustainable political solution “to return negotiations with the goal of a two-States solution, with two States living side-by-side in peace, security and mutual recognition, with Jerusalem as the capital of both states, based on relevant UN resolutions, international law and prior agreements.”255

Currently, the situation is in a state of ceasefire as of 20 May 2021 following agreements made between Israel and the Hamas.256 At the time of the ceasefire agreement, 265 individuals had been killed, thousands of rockets and air strikes were launched, and approximately 2,000 housing and commercial units were destroyed, ultimately leaving 112,000 individuals displaced.257 Despite the ceasefire being established, demolitions of Palestinian residences have continued in the OPT.258 The UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, Tor Wennesland, remarked on the destruction and displacement by calling attention to the health system in Gaza being likely “unable to meet the needs of those injured during the violence” and that the mass destruction that has occurred will lead to a sharp increase in violence, further exacerbating the humanitarian situation in the OPT.259 UNRWA has put forth a $163.6 million funding effort to support the recovery and security of the region.260 UNRWA continues to warn of the increasing potential for further deterioration of the overall security situation in the West Bank as a result of “lack of accountability for settler violence and attacks on Palestinians and Palestinian property.”251 At the Security Council’s 8869th meeting on September 29th, 2021, Special Coordinator Wennesland urged for a solution to end occupation in the OPT and to re-energize efforts to achieve a two-state solution.262 The Special Coordinator’s words came days after Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas’ address to the General Assembly in which President Abbas called for Palestinian statehood.263 President Abbas stated Israel’s actions as hostile and done in the spirit of preventing the prospect of a political sentiment from being reached.264 He concluded his remarks with “Our patience and the patience
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of our people have limits." President Abbas ended his statement with a words which expressed that the Palestinian people had a right to defend themselves.

**COVID-19 in OPT**

Violence and conflict in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) has significantly inhibited the region’s ability to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. Addressing this reality, the Security Council adopted resolution 2532 (2020), demanding “a general and immediate cessation of hostilities in all situations” in order to alleviate conflict-derived stressors on the global pandemic response. In 2020, the Security Council’s Counter-Terrorism Committee found that critical infrastructure, such as healthcare services, had been specifically selected as targets of violence by state and non-state actors during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to this troubling trend, the pandemic has seen increasing levels of inequality, exacerbated social tensions, and surges in violence, especially gender-based violence and human trafficking, in the region.

The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN Women) found in their report, *Rapid Assessment on COVID-19 and Domestic Violence Services Across Palestine* (2020), that domestic violence has significantly increased in OPT due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and called for the international community to mobilize its security sector and coordinate with local actors to ensure the mobilization of appropriate resources. Additionally, Sacha Bootsma, the Head of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) Gaza suboffice, called attention to individuals being too scared to visit health facilities during conflict. The conflict has also caused displaced individuals to take shelter in whatever accommodation is available, including in close proximity to one another in schools, community centers, and relatives’ homes during the latest escalation, which has likely contributed to the spread of COVID-19.

As tensions rose in the region again in 2021 and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict in the OPT began, UNICEF highlighted the worsening humanitarian situation, especially in the Gaza Strip, “where the struggling health sector is already burdened by the COVID-19 pandemic.” UNICEF also reported on the some 30 health facilities that were damaged and or destroyed in Gaza due to the conflict, with the significant total destruction of Al Shawa healthcare clinics and damage to the Rimal clinic in Gaza City, which according to reports, was the only major COVID-19 testing laboratory in the Gaza Strip.

**Conclusion**

The Security Council utilizes its binding powers to shape and implement directives pertinent towards achieving the goals of the United Nations on a case-by-case basis in order to maintain international peace and security. In the case of the Palestinian Question, the Security Council has an extensive
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history in monitoring developments in the OPT and acting when deemed necessary by the body.\textsuperscript{277} The dynamics of the situation are continuously evolving, with peace at the forefront of discussions.\textsuperscript{278} While the situation remains troubling, relationships between Israel and other Member States in the region have somewhat strengthened over time due to international trade agreements and diplomatic advancements, pointing to the possibility of fostering new channels of cooperation between Member States.\textsuperscript{279}

### Further Research

Moving forward, delegates can consider questions in their research such as: How have the Security Council’s actions regarding the OPT changed over the years, if at all? How has the Security Council possibly evolved in its directives globally over time and increased its effectiveness in the region? Does economic development in the region pose a path towards keeping the peace? How are greater regional issues impacting the OPT? Is there still viability to a two-state solution? How can COVID-19 be addressed on the ground immediately, while respecting all parties’ concerns regarding security and access to resources?

### Annotated Bibliography


*The Convention on the Rights of the Child is the mostly widely ratified document in global history. Its articles outline the rights of children to have what it defines as a just upbringing. The document’s calls aim to ensure the dignity of children in their pursuits towards self-determination and obligates States Parties to actively facilitate such opportunities. Delegates should consider, especially with regards to the situation in the OPT, what peace and security issues must be remedied in order to secure the rights of children.*


*The Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees is paramount in its proclamation of the universal rights afforded to all those that are refugees, regardless of the means of their displacement. From reading this document, the various positions and responses of the United Nations over the years in regard to conflict and disaster response may be better understood and analyzed. Delegates seeking to understand the challenges regarding territory disputes can look to this document for assistance in better understanding the intricacies involved navigating refugees’ claims to nationality, and the intersect of country.*


*This report from UNRWA outlines the current challenges the agency is facing in providing support to the region. Its Situational Overview provides valuable insight for delegates in understanding both the conflict and COVID-19’s impacts on Gaza and the West Bank. Furthermore, this resource includes an Intervention Summary in which UNRWA lays out recommendations how it intends to support the humanitarian needs of the region. This*

\textsuperscript{277} UNCTAD, *Background: The Question of Palestine*, 2021.


intervention spans 13 methods that not only seek to stabilize the region, but help it recover from the conflict and COVID-19.


This is the most recent resolution adopted by the Security Council on the Israeli-Palestine conflict. It’s adopted between the Arab Spring and the present day demarcates an important inflection point in terms of terrorism, and states’ cooperation with one another in the Middle East. The resolution itself notes of some Israeli settlements in the Palestinian terrorist as having “no legal validity and constitutes a flagrant violation under international law and a major obstacle to the achievement of the two-State solution and a just, lasting and comprehensive peace.” Studying the resolution’s declaration and placement in the Middle East’s timeline during the last decade will guide delegates during their research process as they come to understand the respective actors on both sides of the conflict.


The Security Council adopted resolution 2532 (2020) on the “Maintenance of international peace and security” in July 2020, after multiple failed attempts to negotiate a global ceasefire, and in response to a call by the UN Secretary-General in March 2020. While the Security Council in resolution 2532 “Demands a general and immediate cessation of hostilities in all situations on its agenda,” the ceasefire was limited to 90 days. Even though tensions between Israeli forces and Hamas have cooled over the past few months, this resolution serves as a key reminder of the impact of COVID-19 on peace and security in the occupied Palestinian Territories. Delegates will find this resolution useful as a point of reflection on how to address the COVID-19 situation in the occupied Palestinian territories from a peace and security perspective.
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